Adaptations of business processes are important in work environments, specifically when process-support needs to be tailored according to changing needs. The creation, management, and adaptation of the process models require typically modeling-experts. While these actors are knowledgeable in formalizing and operationalizing processes end-users who do not necessarily possess sophisticated modeling skills know typically local practices and framing conditions best. In this paper, we present an approach to support users in articulating their needs and to involve them into the (re-)design of process specifications. We explore how end-users reflect upon and articulate about business processes. Based on results of a qualitative study, we present a new, paper-based interaction technique, which enables users with little skills to model processes. The resulting process specifications can be transferred either in paper or in digital form into traditional modeling systems for further elaboration.
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1. Introduction

In today’s enterprises, well-designed processes guide the creation of goods and services. For traditional industries that mainly produce for the mass market, an effective and efficient workflow management is crucial. The best practices emerge with time and process descriptions represent these practices on a formal level for decision, execution and analysis purposes. At the level of knowledge work, process descriptions also guide work practices, but are characterized by a less explicit and formalized representation. Requirements depend on the context, they often change, and this requires flexible adaptations of forms that have already been established. Such types of dynamic behavior can often be found in particularly small and medium sized companies (SMEs) that usually have to react to the changing market situation.
rather quickly. Even if those are not necessarily called process models, here employees execute work in a process that is learned, that is being practiced, and that needs to be adapted and improved in order to be able to satisfy changing demands.

The knowledge about framing conditions and requirements for the processes often lies with several domain experts, i.e. end-users who are experienced in their area of work and act on practices established over time. In our work, such domain-experts are referenced as “end-users” with good practical experience but with no advanced skills in formal modeling. Usually, end-users understand the complexity of the process (in a sense of complexity of practice) but normally cannot influence change in the process model. Typically, the modeling process is based on complex notations and tools, which require expertise from the modeling experts. “Modeling experts”, are defined as users with the knowledge to operationalize and formalize the modeling, define and structure the schedule of work. Based on that expertise, modeling experts create (complex) models with (normally) complex modeling languages that end-users have to work on. In practice, gaps will evolve between the definition (the way how work should be done) and the practice (the way how work is done). In order to bridge the gap between modeling experts and end-users, we are interested in new forms of cooperation that require process notations and interaction concepts that are understandable and intuitively usable by all stakeholders involved. As a precondition, the process language needs to be easy to understand and intuitive to use.

Tools for business process reengineering, workflow management or business process execution in Service-Oriented Architectures (e.g. Levardy and Browning), form an infrastructure of process-oriented adaptive systems that usually require expert knowledge in their model management. Adieu and SISO are examples that support modeling with an easier to handle interface. However, as stated by Shipman and Marshall, formal representations can be difficult to understand and can also be easily misunderstood by end-users. There is a necessity to express contextual issues through informal representations and while the limited space of a computer screen makes simultaneous collaboration difficult, pen-based systems provide an alternative to traditional input concepts. Participants can use different pens simultaneously and large sheets of paper provide an adequate backdrop for creating representations that include formal and informal elements.

In order to support collaboration and interaction, we have chosen to focus on a scenario, where the end-user and modeling experts share a common understanding by working on a reference, which is understandable and modifiable by both. As a scenario, an end-user wants to indicate that a current process needs to be adapted, e.g. because the business process pre-defined by the system requires work that can be done in a much easier way. When articulating such improvements to the modeling expert, a common language and representation will ease cooperation and improve flexibility. By using pen and paper, the end-user can reflect on the processes, add alternatives to a standard process and add informal elements (e.g. comments). In our scenario the activities of such articulation work has
been automatically digitalized and recognized by the system. The digital representation of the design sessions can be shared with other users, e.g. to add further information, and can also be used by the modeling expert as input for the design.

In two explorative studies, we have learned how employees articulate and reflect on their work practices with the help of conceptual modeling examples from their current business. Our empirical work mainly focuses on an explorative understanding of how end-users reflect on modeling and what the representation of processes designed by end-users will look like. From pre-studies of both cases, we have summarized the requirements for a more intuitive and easy-to-understand concept of how we can involve the end-user into the process design. As a first answer to the issues mentioned above, we will present an adaptive system that allows computer supported collaborative modeling with pen and paper. The resulting representation can be used as a shared reference, similar to a shared language in software development\(^9\) that is understandable by different stakeholders. Modeling experts will get an understanding of current practices that can be supported with well-structured models and end-users can reflect on and improve the current work by expressing their needs.

Based on the design of an end-user modeling language (Sec. 3), we will address the gap between formalizing and (re-)using the output, by following an adaptive approach based on digital pen and paper technology (Sec. 4). This should support interaction between different stakeholders by supporting the recognition of formal and informal elements, by exporting into different formats and by providing a basis for (re-)using the boundary objects further. In the discussion (Sec. 5), we further map out the importance of combining the ease of expression with the ease of interaction in the adaptation of enterprise software.


The notion of enterprise software as an adaptive system that needs to evolve based on the challenges a company faces, and the active role end-users need to play in this situation, has been formulated very early on (an overview can be found in Davenport\(^10\)): Today’s systems usually follow the process-oriented perspective that has been established in the early 1990s following the success of Business Process Reengineering.\(^11\)

2.1. Business process modeling

A “business process” is a logical set of activities leading to a special business purpose,\(^12\) in which they are represented with different notations. In the business process modeling notation (BPMN) several categories were introduced to simplify the language and to design models on different levels of complexity. Nevertheless, BPMN was developed for technical models of business processes\(^12\) and does not
include an end-user perspective. Another important approach, the architecture of integrated information systems (ARIS),\textsuperscript{13} aims at enabling companies to model, analyze and optimize business processes. In the field of object-oriented software engineering, the unified modeling language (UML) includes different diagram types, such as business modeling, object modeling and component modeling. All these notations seem to be quite complex. All of them have been created to support professional process and IT designers with modeling processes.

Computer systems support the process of modeling at different stages. Ellis \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{14} underline the difference of the workflow model and the workflow system (execution module). While the model enables analysts and administrators to define activities and to assign them to different people, the workflow system consists of the execution environment and interface as seen by the end-users. Professional modeling tools such as the WebSphere Business Modeler, the Oracle BPEL Process Manager or the SAP NetWeaver Composition Environment are embedded in a more general business process solution with interfaces to other relevant software subsystems that support the analysis or the semi-automatic execution of pre-defined commands. Such tools are known for their high complexity, their broad range of functionalities and as such they require a rather extensive commitment to learning. For users with low technical expertise, modeling tools are difficult to use, even if supported by visual representations.\textsuperscript{15,16} The most common ones are based on the box-and-wire metaphor that presents sequences and logical connections through lines connecting decisions or domain concepts.

\subsection*{2.2. End-user development}

Software systems are used in different environments where the context differs from case to case. As needs and demands of users may change over time, the optimal functional range can never be completely estimated during the design process. Adaptations are necessary and become especially important at “use-time”.\textsuperscript{17,18} Concepts of end-user development (EUD) support such flexible adaptations by enabling end-users to adapt and reconfigure systems on their own.\textsuperscript{19} Such software systems, which are e.g. based on a component-based architecture,\textsuperscript{20} are necessary in order to empower users in easily making their own adaptations. While EUD can be understood as an on-going process in relation to the work practice and collaborative use, Pipek and Wulf\textsuperscript{18} and Stevens \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{21} refer to the concept of “Infrastructuring”: Such conceptual framing underlines the importance of a design-in-use that involves all stakeholders in designing working infrastructures over a longer period of time.

Several EUD techniques are available to support professional and less technically experienced users. As mentioned by MacLean \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{22} in their \textit{Buttons} concept, tailoring power depends on the skills that are required to be able to do the tailoring. A tailoring culture requires flexible systems that support all users in a gentle slope. The \textit{Buttons} system also enables the sharing of individual improvements, which benefits the whole community. Such collaboration support is often stressed
as being one of the main drivers of the EUD. The system developed by Kahler\textsuperscript{23} for example, enables a structured exchange of modifications made in Word, by using public and private repositories. In order to design a gentle slope of complexity, several EUD techniques are available. Liebermann\textsuperscript{24} introduced the \textit{programming by example} paradigm, which enables the capturing of an often-used series of interactions and their (re-)use with different parameters as input. Concepts such as \textit{natural programming} address users with little or no experience in using (traditional) formal programming languages. The natural language of the focused user group has been used as input for the computer systems to realize programming options.\textsuperscript{25} Instead of using less complex commands, forms of \textit{visual programming} can ease (re-)creation of virtual artifacts by using representatives that are oriented at the specific application domain.\textsuperscript{26} The interface of such systems often is realized as a construction kit that makes the (re-)positioning and connection of components that represent different activities and data possible.

\subsection*{2.3. Process modeling for the end-user}

For end-users, changes beyond the idealized version of the preferred process are only very difficult to realize or not at all. This is problematic because business processes are not always static, nor are the work steps always the same. As already stated in Van der Aalst \textit{et al.},\textsuperscript{27} it is necessary to combine the very structured and process-centered workflow domain with more (unstructured) information-centered solutions. As an approach, van der Aalst introduces adaptive workflows as a system support that is able to deal with certain changes. Such changes include individual (ad-hoc) and structural (evolutionary) changes. In order to handle dynamic changes, van der Aalst \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{28} presents a generic process model approach that describes a family of variants of the same workflow process.

Mendling \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{29} point out that end-users receive less support in creating process models that can be easily analyzed and understood by business modeling experts. Based on previous experience, they present seven process-modeling guidelines that help experts simplify their model and therefore make them immediately usable and more comprehensible. The work of Agostini and Michelis\textsuperscript{30} focuses on flexible process changes for process instances by end-user themselves. In order to handle exceptions and breakdowns, the MILANO workflow system allows end-users to alter the workflow. The system supports such adaptations by enabling forward and backward jumps. Even if the end-user can change the flow of the work this way, a (well-proven) model does not need to be altered continuously.

Conceptual modeling becomes important in various areas of business life. As shown by Davies \textit{et al.},\textsuperscript{31} the use of ER diagrams is the most frequently used modeling technique in practice. One of the main reasons for modeling is the support of communication among stakeholders. As language and expertise may differ between the practices, the different stakeholders have to find ways to come to a shared understanding. As a solution, boundary objects can be used to support communication.
between members of different communities\textsuperscript{32} In order to interlink the end-user and designer/developer domain, participatory design oriented methods can also support the modeling process. Of special importance is the CARD technique (Collaborative Analysis of Requirements and Design) described by Tudor \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{33} Here, different cards can be (re-)arranged in collaborative sessions to (re-)design activity or task flows. The cards are (semi-)structured templates that describe an activity in more detail. Cards are usually taped on a large sheet of paper to serve as medium for other stakeholders who are also interested in the results.

Muller\textsuperscript{34} extended the CARD approach so that it can now be used for more structured and layered participatory analyses. A similar approach is the collaborative users’ task analysis (CUTA) as described by Lafreniere.\textsuperscript{35} The color-coded cards depict activities, their duration and frequency, and are put in order on a table to create the correct schedule. Further concepts and modifications include Situation Cards,\textsuperscript{36} Inspiration Cards\textsuperscript{37} and the Instant Card Technique.\textsuperscript{38} All of these techniques try to build a bridge between modeling experts and end-users, by creating a conceptual model in the sense of a boundary object. However, even if such CARD-techniques have proved to be a valuable source in creating a shared understanding, and involving users in the design, there is still a gap between formalizing and (re-)using the output of such creative sessions.

2.4. \textit{Visual metaphors to support process modeling by end-users}

In order to support users in modeling, the choice of abstraction level is crucial.\textsuperscript{39} Visual metaphors can support the appropriation of systems. Such a metaphor is related to a graphical representation with meanings similar to analogies, e.g. from the real world. As described by Hsu,\textsuperscript{40} visual metaphors stimulate the excitement and attention of the user. In order to support visual programming, Blackwell\textsuperscript{41} recommended using implicit metaphors. One example is the use of the dataflow model, where data moves along wires.\textsuperscript{42} Such representations strongly relate to the box-and-wire metaphor: Functionalities or modules are represented as boxes that are connected with lines, different kinds of boxes, lines and gateways can be used to represent different types of logic. Component-based software environments make use of such representations to create a new artifact by re-using exiting modules. In such an understanding, software packages are presented as components with well-defined interfaces that can be connected with each other, without considering the precise implementation.\textsuperscript{43}

Several tools are available that support modeling and modifying services via easy-to-use interfaces. Visual programming tools, as e.g. implemented in the FreE-volve platform,\textsuperscript{44} support the (re-)composition by choosing relevant elements and connecting them in a meaningful way. Web 2.0 based modeling tools such as Yahoo Pipes or MS Popfly enable the creation of process descriptions called mash-ups. By adding, combining or (re)adapting web-based services, functionalities that are more complex can be realized. Daniel \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{45} point out that many approaches for
web service orchestration help coordinate pieces of software, but hide the human aspect. Their systems allow composition of distributed UIs. Costabile et al. present another approach that considers the needs of different user communities in the design process of interactive systems. The adaptation of complex software systems can also be increased by the use of “pragmatic adaptive user interfaces”. Another example is ADIEU, developed by IBM, an assistant-based tool that creates service compositions and web-based interfaces. Another approach called Simple Service Orchestration (SISO) is realized as a graphical BPEL editor and supports modeling experts in creating new service compositions more easily.

Modeling on the computer screen is the most common method. However, as already shown by Nardi, the limited space on the screen is a problem when it comes to visual modeling. Brainstorming sessions are also often interrupted by different actions within the physical space, e.g. by discussions, looking to each other vs. looking at the screen and using informal descriptions. In the last few years, different alternatives have been developed that make modeling more intuitive. Concepts that are based on haptic interactions have become especially important, focusing on a more natural interaction, e.g. by using pens, enable a stronger focus on the interaction rather than on formal aspects. Different techniques can be used to realize sketch-based modeling tools. In previous work whiteboards, tablets or digital paper technologies were used. The SILK system enables the fast creation of electronic interfaces, by recognizing interface elements drawn with a pen. “Knight” supports the collaborative modeling of UML diagrams by sketching on an electronic whiteboard. MaramaSketch supports the recognition of different types of diagrams.

Pen and paper-based user interfaces bridge the gap between the virtual and physical world in order to make use of both. The creation of models and designs is a creative process, very often done by first making sketches on paper. Sketches of models can be created quickly and without much effort. Instead of modeling in a rather formalized way, sketches on paper can easily be enriched with informal elements, such as comments or images. Un-experienced users usually contribute in this way rather than in reference to a computer-based model, and this collaborative work can be supported by using large sheets of paper. Other advantages are the familiarity with the media, the common access from different viewpoints and options to annotate and enrich the project in a collaborative and creative manner. On the other hand, paper is a static medium that does not offer options for feedback and flexible re-creation of the content written on it.

2.5. Integrating the end-user: An interactive process

In order to empower end-users in adapting processes they are working with, our conceptual frame distinguishes between the complexity of the process, the complexity of the model and the complexity of the language. End-users with a profound understanding of the complexity of the processes (their current work), normally
have not expertise as modeling-experts. While formal modeling requires a different kind of expertise (abstraction, using special tools, considering the complexity of related activities, etc.), we explore alternative directions to reduce the complexity for influencing processes. Easier options for end-users to reflect and express their work can be reached by reducing the complexity of the model. To support such user involvement, the complexity of the language needs to be adapted in a way that user can make sense of it. The interface to create and change the model (includes language entities and visual representations as well) needs to be easy to understand and intuitive to use. At the same time the language needs to be powerful enough to abstract with more formal elements. The resulting model does not need to be complete in a sense that it automatically can be transferred to a system for process support. But as shared reference it can be used by modeling-experts further on to integrate (sub-)models and support them by the system.

We have seen that the challenge of allowing end-users to understand, adapt and manipulate adaptive software systems has been addressed by developing simpler notations. These nevertheless still are not to easy to use, as a certain level of complexity is necessary to define the behavior of adaptive systems, and to support the interactions between actors, covering different aspects of the expertise necessary to implement and change adaptive software. Neither of these strategies has led to a complete success in integrating end-users, so we are specifically looking at the question of how users understand and perform visual modeling using the box-and-wire-metaphor (Chapter 3), and how the interaction between end-users, more experienced users and modeling experts can be further simplified (Chapter 4).

3. End-User Process Adaptations: Understanding and Expressing

The aim of this study is to investigate how end-users articulate and reflect on business processes they are involved in. This work presents an empirical study that took place at an airport in Germany. We will present the adaptation practices in several departments that use a disposition system. To enable end-users to reflect on their processes and accomplish adaptations more easily, a business process modeling language is needed. Such notation should also allow end-users without professional IT training to model their processes and to change them accordingly. We conducted several explorative workshops with end-users and asked them to visualize business processes from their current work. Without pre-structuring the activities, e.g. as was done in the CARDS technique, we based our exploration on a plain box-and-wire metaphor. Based on an analysis of how users represented their processes, we deduced the requirements for an end-user friendly business process representation. Based on this, we present an intuitive notation, the end-user process language (EUPL), which was evaluated in the field. The aim of this language is not to enable end-users to model formal processes, but to articulate their view to the process modelers.
3.1. Empirical study

In order to understand the organization and the practice of agents, we conducted an empirical study at a leading international service provider for the aviation industry/airport business. The company is the operator and owner of a major airport in Germany. Furthermore, they offer services in different areas of airport management at other national and international airports. “Ground handling services” is a strategic business unit and is an important revenue driver of this company. The company manages the handling of both people and luggage. They use a variety of software tools to monitor, plan, and schedule the processes that make an airport work. The systems handle some services autonomously and automatically, for other services they just deliver visualizations and notifications that allow the ground staff act accordingly. Nevertheless, the systems need to constantly be adapted as the organizational environment changes, e.g. due to new safety regulations, construction at the airport, or the changing needs of the airlines.

For our study, we focused on different actors, who deal with the software applications and their adaptations on different levels. Besides explicit requirements, we wanted to explore other implicit requirements, such as informal information about business processes. To understand the application field we used several methods: we conducted participatory observations, interviews and document analysis. In a first step, we evaluated the business analysis documents of the departments (more than 500 pages), system analysis documents, and decimations of the disposition systems and the handbooks of quality management. Furthermore, to understand current needs, we read the requirements of a new disposition system. It became clear that specific abbreviations like ATA, KSS, HOT, AVI or Off-Block-Time, Walk-Out Assistant or Ramp-Agent made it difficult to understand the entire context. Furthermore, we conducted participatory observations: Aside from unstructured participatory observations of about 45 days, we conducted structured observations of the operation management of the disposition system (three days). Additionally, we conducted six semi-structured interviews with administrators of different departments ranging from 27 to 92 min, with an average time of 60 min. The interviews were recorded and transcribed. Afterwards we analyzed the material with regards to the following questions: Who does the tailoring of the disposition system (role, education, IT expertise)? What are the reasons for tailoring? How is tailoring the disposition system done? What are the limits of tailoring? How relevant is the tailoring of business processes?

3.2. Tailoring in practice

In the field, it is possible to distinguish between several different roles: drivers, who do operative work at the airport, like driving passengers from the airplane to the terminal, schedulers, who are responsible for the disposition of resources, such as the drivers and buses, and system supporters, who are responsible for the maintenance of the master data. After analyzing our data, we found several reasons for tailoring
in the field. Some are based on new customer requirements, many are based on operational requirements, while others are based on new security regulations, easy adaptations that consider the master data of the system. Actors adapt data of cars, airplanes, airlines, airplane types and other resources. These adaptations were done by system support with the master data editor.

It is possible to distinguish between the adaptation of master data, rules and business processes. These categories differ in the power of their tailoring functionality and the tailoring expertise of the actor. MacLean et al.’s22 model about the tailoring of workers, local developers and programmers, coincides with this observation. Our observed tailoring of master data, rules and processes can be transferred to this model (see Fig. 1). It shows that usually a lot of effort is needed if someone on the level of master data adaptations wants to do adaptations on the level of rules; their own staff usually does both kinds of tailoring. Adaptations on the level of processes are usually done with the help of a software development company. However, it also became obvious that the company would like to be able to do adaptations on the level of processes, thus making employees more flexible. An easy, user-friendly process-modeling notation is a precondition for easy process adaptation. This can be based on other descriptions, but it needs to be simple and easy to use for the target group of end-users, not just for developers. Therefore, the current practice and knowledge of those actors needs to be considered.

3.3. Modeling workshop

In order to support employees with different roles and expertise in modeling, a description needs to be easy to understand and use. The language also needs to be powerful enough to enable system operators with different experiences to adapt and modify processes (compare Fig. 1). To develop the requirements for a process modeling language, we used participatory design workshops. These workshops were conducted at the work places of the system support. We asked three different actors to model their business processes. Although all of them are system operators,
they each had different experiences in modeling. One of them had already accomplished a course on modeling, while the other two were less experienced. First, the participants reflected on often-used transport services by drawing on paper with pencils in four different colors. In the second step, the same participants had to design more complex processes with the box-and-wire metaphor, so they could use materials from the first step and then edit cards of different colors (see Fig. 2). We introduced the cards and then gave some examples. We asked the participants to draw and explain what they were doing by thinking aloud. After finishing one task, the participants were interviewed with regards to the requirements for developing a very easy-to-use process language. Therefore, it was possible to add exceptions, special cases and coordination processes to their model. The duration of each workshop was in average about 2 h.

3.4. Results from modeling workshop

The aim of the first step of the workshop (free modeling phase) was to understand how participants draw services. During the workshop, the airplane carrying process was modeled with participant A. In this process, the airplane is carried from one place to another at the airport before takeoff. Participant A was very inexperienced with process modeling and thought about it for quite a long time before he started to draw. He used boxes-and-wires: boxes for systems and then he added descriptions. Furthermore, he modeled only the standard process; he only added exceptions after he was asked to (see Fig. 3, left, red circle). Participant B modeled an inbound bus transport process. This process coordinates the transport of
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passengers from the field to the terminal. Since he was already a bit experienced in modeling, he used boxes-and-wires in an efficient manner, and used different colors for different aspects. He first thought of how to draw the process and what he wanted to focus on, and then designed a good process model. The colors symbolized operative processes (blue), the confirmation status of the driver (green), the demanded new status (red) and the exceptions (black). Participant C modeled an inbound luggage transportation process, it contained the transport of luggage from the field to the terminal. The process was based on a storyboard and he did not use boxes and wires explicitly. He had drawn on a blackboard as done in school: The different aspects were explained in a structured way on the sheet, the result was not a process model, but a description of the process, and the different steps involved.

In the second phase of the workshops, we wanted to test the use of boxes-and-wires more explicitly. The participants were asked to use pre-defined cards to draw the processes. Participant A had to design the push-out-process, a process that describes the steps involved when an airplane has to be towed to position to be able to start. Contrary to the first task, the participant understood the aim of the

Fig. 3. Overview about the free modeling of the airplane transportation process of participant A, the inbound bus transport process of participant B, the inbound luggage transportation process of participant C.
second phase very quickly. To help him understand the process of modeling, some cards had already been prepared and covered existing events. After the participant was asked, he also added exceptions. The task of participant B was to design a ramp-direct-service, that brings passengers from one airplane to another, in case there is little time between flights; this process is used when a plane is late and the airport management wants to avoid passengers missing their connecting flight. The participant did not use the pre-designed cards, but designed his own cards. He used colored cards differently for different purposes. Participant C had to model a direct transfer process, which is when luggage has to be transferred from one plane to the other when passengers change planes. The participant used the cards, but did not draw connections between them. He arranged them in a line and the activities were drawn on the paper.

In general, the participants used the cards for events and activities very well. After we introduced boxes-and-wires, the quality of the results of the process modeling increased and became more structured and clear (especially for participants A and C, see Fig. 2). The box-and-wire metaphor is easier to use with pre-defined cards and should be a basis for a process modeling language. The box-and-wire metaphor seemed to be easy to handle for our participants, especially when we asked the participants to do changes in the process.

3.5. Implications for the design of a common process representation

Based on the results of the workshops, we identified several elements that needed to be supported in an end-user process language. Business processes are understood as a sequence of steps, the models contain activities (process steps) and events (their trigger or the results). Therefore, these categories need to be supported. A special event is a gateway to other processes. Lines were used to draw connections between boxes. In addition, alternative and parallel processes were also used. Comments contained other information relevant for the process.

None of the participants used Swimlanes, like in BPMN, which differ in the responsibilities of different actors, departments and organizations. Also, the junction and disjunction of processes like in UML, were not presented explicitly. Furthermore, XOR and OR, like in ARIS, were not used. Although many of these constructs may be necessary to maintain the logical completeness of a formal language, or to keep an overview in complex models for professional modelers, they may not be necessary to describe the needs of end-users, and sometimes that may even be confusing. Based on our findings we recommend that different aspects should be considered when developing a process language.

R1: Box-and-Wire-Metaphor: The box-and-wire metaphor is an intuitive foundation for a notation that enables system operators to reflect and model processes on their own. Even though two of the three participants used this kind of modeling without any input from us, the results were clearer in the second step when we asked the
participants to use them. Also other business process languages like ARIS or BPMN use this metaphor, but with different boxes and lines. An end-user language should reduce this to the required minimum.

R2: Focus on the work practice of the user: If end-users model business processes, they mainly focus on their own work practice and model processes in which they are involved. Therefore, this process might only represents one part of the overall process and is only easy to understand for the participant herself or himself. If an overall process has to be modeled, more participants could design the process cooperatively and thus create a more objective representation. We also observed this in our workshop: in the RDS process both participants used gateways to other processes. If those processes are combined, an overall process can be displayed.

R3: Events as the center of the process: One question in the analysis of the workshop was what the center of the language could be. Based on the workshop, we think that events are the center, because those were used in every case. Between those events, activities can be added to enrich the process and to focus on specific details.

R4: Slim processes: Another very important demand of the process representation is the facility to understand the process easily. This concludes in a reduced amount of process elements to be easy to understand. Furthermore, this leads toward comments to explain difficult aspects of a process. Furthermore, a fixed direction of the process and not many exceptions make it easier to understand. If a process is too complex, a separation into several sub processes is necessary.

R5: Focus on standard processes: If end-users model processes, they should focus on the standard process. Operative business processes in the field of our study usually follow a fixed model. We found that the participants understood the process better when it followed a fixed procedure. End-users should not try to add all possible and improbable exceptions, which would make the process less easy and clear. These users are not very experienced in business process models, and therefore these exceptions would make the whole process much harder to understand for them.

R6: Design from the top to the bottom: Another question was what direction a process should follow. All processes were modeled from the top to the bottom of the paper. Process steps that followed another one, were drawn underneath the first step. It was only when the paper was full that the participants started with a new column. Alternative events were drawn horizontally.

R7: Predefined events and activities: In the second step of the workshops especially participant A, who had no experience with process modeling, used pre-defined events and activities. This enabled him to use the language in a proper way. He realized the meaning of the elements — especially recurring events, and used them. A provision of probable elements can help end-users to start modeling. This is especially important from the software adaptation perspective when existing elements have to be included into other processes.
**R8: Comments:** An easy process model, based on box-and-wires, cannot contain all important aspects that describe a process. Further, important aspects of the “context” can be added as comments. They can contain everything a user cannot explain with the existing elements, e.g. information about regulatory environments, examples, informal exceptions or special cases.

The derived requirements lead toward an end-user process language (EUPL). This language could empower the user to draw, change and explain their processes. The focus of this language is not on formalizing the processes in a very detailed way, but to describe the process in a language familiar to the user.

The language itself consists of four different symbols. The centers are *events*, which are drawn as blue boxes. The events are connected with *arrows*. Events can be marked with an “S”, representing a *gateway*. This enables one to distinguish between different responsibilities. Other boxes represent *activities*. They are represented, as a green box with a double line on the side (see Fig. 4). They are not obligatory, but can be added between two events. It is also possible to add more than one activity between two events. This language has no specific rules, like in ARIS, where after each event an activity has to follow. In our language, events are the center and can be added with other elements. Furthermore, annotations are possible, which can combine further descriptions or required resources, actors, systems or requirements. If after one event two arrows and two events follow, this represents alternative or parallel processes. When using this language in software applications, the software should ask the user if they are parallel or alternative. We chose not to distinguish between alternative and parallel processes, because the aim was to design the language as easy as possible and not with the aim of focusing on a technical interpretation of the created processes, but to explain them to process designers, who use them to create processes in required tools.

![Fig. 4. Elements of EUPL.](image-url)
3.6. Evaluation of a common process representation

To evaluate the end-user process language we designed the process models of the workshop participants in EUPL and gave these representations to them. Based on this, we did three interviews that lasted in average of 16 min with each participant. All participants recognized their processes and understood the symbols. One part of the process model was a brief description of the different symbols. Participant B said that the meaning of the symbols was also easy to understand without the descriptions. Participant C mentioned that different colors for activities and events were very important. Participant B said that a differentiation of elements was good, but further differentiations would be “very circumstantial” and would result in a situation where “nobody knew what is meant with a symbol”. Participant A also said that more differentiation would increase circumstantial representations. All participants agreed that they could express all necessary elements related to their business processes, and that EUPL contained all important elements. Participant B proposed that all activities could have a comment showing who is doing this activity. The other two participants wanted to use this only in special cases. Participant B also proposed adding numbers to all elements, to be able to refer to them in comments. All participants agreed that events were the center of an operative business process language. All participants also recognized the alternatives in the model. Participant C said, he would just model the standard process, “which takes place in 95% of all cases” to improve the clarity. To express alternatives, participant B criticized constructs as XOR, like in ARIS, because those would always be difficult to understand.

All participants thought other co-workers would understand these processes. All of them gave positive feedback and mentioned that the symbols were easy to understand and the overall usability of the language was good.

In general, we think that a representation like this can help bring business and IT closer together by providing an easy to use language based on boxes-and-wires. Participants were able to understand the process and judged the power of the language to be big enough for their processes.


As shown in the previous chapter, an easy to use representation can support end-users in the modeling of their work processes. An easy to understand notation, as presented in the form of EUPL in the chapter before, is a step toward a more intuitive process handling. As another step we focused on new interactive concepts for modeling that also support the collaborative and creative character of a group work. While modeling with paper and pen seems to be a natural way of creating a representation with formal and informal elements, we were interested in how a computer-based adaptive system can support the process. In the following chapter, we will present the results of a collaborative process modeling session with paper and
pen, describe the developed adaptive system and draw implications by presenting results of a small explorative evaluation.

4.1. An experiment in pen-based modeling practice

In order to understand the practice of pen and paper based processes modeling, we conducted a pre-study with three users, who only had little experience or no experience at all in modeling. Participants should collaboratively sketch business processes on paper already known to them. In some aspects, this study has similarities with the study described in the previous chapter. However, compared to the first case where each of the participants sketched models by her- or himself, here the participants all sketched a model at the same time. Three people from a small and medium sized company (SME) with around 150 employees attended this pre-study. None of them had formal expertise in modeling business processes, but as key users of SAP they all had solid knowledge of customizing internal SAP software systems (see Table 1). Six people, involved in the research project, also attended the workshop in order to structure and guide the meeting, conduct interviews and make field-notes/images. The five-hour workshop took place at the university and was divided into two parts: an introduction and a design phase. The basis for the modeling process was a large writing pad with paper sheets the size of $1 \times 1.40\, \text{m}$ (see Fig. 5). Additionally, different kinds of office supplies were available for the modeling session, including paper sheets in several sizes, post-its, colored pencils and a board.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Modeling Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1 (male)</td>
<td>Leader of the IT-department</td>
<td>SAP key user, already modeled in Microsoft Visio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2 (female)</td>
<td>Assistant of the executive board</td>
<td>SAP key user, no advanced modeling expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3 (female)</td>
<td>Purchasing manager</td>
<td>SAP key user, no advanced modeling expertise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Boxes and wires (left) and design workshop.
In the introduction phase, several business scenarios from the work domain of the participants were discussed and specified. Afterwards, one of the scenarios was chosen for collaborative pen-based sketching. The chosen scenario was related to the planning of order processes. In order to get an overview of all the product groups, a complex list is necessary, which includes stock, change of stock, planned selling and current selling. The relevant data can be found in different ERP modules and needs to be combined in a structured Excel list. Within that list, additional calculations are necessary.

Before the start of the design phase, we introduced the box-and-wire model. On a large sheet of paper (1 × 1.40 meter) several actions were possible. Pre-prepared boxes cut out of paper, with an input and output port drawn on it, were used as empty entities for events and activities. It was possible to position these entities on the larger paper sheet and connect them by drawing lines between them. Additionally, annotations were possible by using pens with different colors.

At the beginning of the design phase, participants started to discuss the aim of the chosen business scenario as well as implications for modeling. As a first step, a table with columns was drawn on the paper that represented the SAP modules, where the relevant data could be found. In the following discussion, the participants started to think about how to represent the scenario on a box-and-wire level. They decided to use a separate box for each module involved. A summary of the sketched model is shown in Fig. 6. The input port of the box was annotated with keywords relating to the needed data, e.g. from SAP modules. Additionally,
the participants mentioned “experience” as a further source of information. With this annotation, the participants underlined the fact that experience was necessary in order to calculate the correct planning. In this specific case, the planning process also included trend predictions and estimations from the marketing department on new trend colors. Such experience was mentioned as a human factor that cannot be automated. The output ports of the boxes were annotated with the target format (mostly Excel). Further search, selection and transformation criteria were written in the middle of the box. Participants also sketched event-driven connections between the boxes, as e.g. indicated by the grey connection line in Fig. 6. This connector was labeled as the “watcher” — a process that supports the automatic updating of data at the end of each month. Together with the output of other boxes the input for the central calculation box was directed to a final box that represented the combination of all relevant data within an Excel list. The numbers drawn on the lines going to the final box, represent the ordering of the resulting columns within the list.

As shown in the previous chapter, the workshop provided insights into how end-users without special knowledge in modeling, represent and reflect relevant business scenarios in an explorative way. By using a pen- and paper-based environment, the participants were able to “model” in an informal, collaborative and creative manner. Beside the formal elements provided (empty paper boxes), annotations (e.g. for the ordering of the columns) and informal extensions (e.g. by using “experience” as input) of the process model were used to create the process representation. The workshop also showed that the prepared boxes were used for different things, e.g. for calculation, conditions and data sources. The method to model this way, was easy to understand, and the box-and-wire metaphor supported the process quite well.

4.2. Articulation support for conceptual modeling

From the experience gathered in pre-studies, several lessons were learned. It has clearly been shown that paper-based modeling can be used as an easy-to-use and intuitive method, to let end-users express activities they are involved in. End-users — also with no or little experience in modeling — can articulate their work (and process steps) quite easily by sketching on paper and using the box-and-wire metaphor. Many advantages of such a form of modeling became obvious, so questions arose of how these paper-based modeling activities can be integrated in an IT-supported socio-technical modeling practice, where different stakeholders are involved. The focus system should support users in the collaborative creation of a model, in the transformation into a digital representation, with the extensibility and convertibility of the model, the computer generated feedback and guidance. The sketched model (the paper-based one as well as the digital representation) can be used as a boundary object that mediates between members of different Communities of Practices (CoP) — especially between end-users and modeling experts.
An ideal process flow includes three parts:

**Step 1:** End-users can reflect upon their work practice in collaborative modeling workshops. Processes are sketched on interactive paper that allows the automatic transformation into a digital (not necessarily formal) representation. Users from different CoP and with different roles can also attend, in order to understand and/or guide the scenarios.

**Step 2:** The digital representation can be exported into different formats, so that modeling experts can continue working with the material, e.g. transform it to an executable workflow model. Formal parts of the sketch as events and activities will be automatically transferred to the relating formal elements, so that modelers can check and correct them if necessary. In addition, informal elements will be recognized in order to provide meaning and remarks that are understandable to different stakeholders.

**Step 3:** The existing representations of the process (paper-based as well as the digital one) can be further used as a boundary object that bridges the end-user and the developer domain. The representation can be connected to the formal model in order to empower end-users, enabling them to inform other stakeholders about changes.

### 4.3. Supporting modeling interactions with a paper-based approach

As a first answer to dealing with pen-based input and transferring it to a digital representation, we would like to present an adaptive system that supports collaborative modeling. As a basic technology, we decided to use the digital pen technology from Anoto (www.anoto.com). Small cameras at the tip of the pen capture the input written on paper with a very fine dot pattern printed on it (the paper looks a bit greyish because of the pattern). The dot pattern makes every location (and every pen mark) on every sheet of paper recognizable. The captured data can then be batched or streamed to a computer via Bluetooth. By choosing this technology, every user can be part of a collaborative modeling session with his or her own pen. Just as with a standard pen, modeling can take place by sketching on paper. Several frameworks are available that support the creation of paper-based functionalities. In our case we chose the Paper Toolkit,\(^57\) as an open source framework with high level API that already includes basic functionalities to support several pens, related events and interaction modes. To recognize gestures, we chose the $1 Recognizer,\(^58\) which allows for fast recognition without training. The recognition of text was handled by a Tablet PC Recognizer Pack,\(^a\) which is included in the Microsoft Tablet PC Platform SDK.\(^b\) For the auditory feedback the Microsoft Speech API\(^c\) was also used.

\(^a\)http://www.microsoft.com/austria/windowsxp/tabletpc/muiprodguide.mspx
\(^b\)http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms840465.aspx
\(^c\)http://www.microsoft.com/speech/speech2007/speechdevarticle.mspx
The architecture of the whole system is shown in Fig. 7. Input from the digital pen will be transferred to the Pen Server, which handles low-level communication via pen and PC and then calculates the current position. The Pen Server can handle and identify several pens. The stored data is then transferred to the Ink Manager, which is responsible for the high-level calculation of the pen input. The active context is calculated based on the type of paper (analyzed by the Paper Manager) used, the kind of current modeled element (analyzed by the Recognition Engine), the relating pen and the current pen state. The result of that calculation is directed to the Process Manager, which inserts the element into a digital process model. In order to connect the virtual model with the physical region on the paper, results are then remapped to the Paper Manager. At the end of the calculation process, the Feedback Manager is triggered to activate an auditory or visual feedback. The global file handling of load, save and export is done by the Persistence-Manager.

In order to support the creation of models in a flexible and dynamic form, the concept uses different types of paper (see Fig. 8). A “process paper” is used as background for the modeling activities (1). The size of that paper can vary and be extended beyond any screen size. Events (red) and comments (blue) are represented with post-its (4). These post-its can be positioned freely on the process paper. Drawing lines between the stickers will represent the process flow from one event to others. Events and comments can also be drawn directly on the paper by choosing the correlating process mode on the “action card” (3). However, in those cases the event cannot be replaced. Every event can be further described with a “description
of event” (2). Such a description is realized as a pre-structured questionnaire, where further details, including name, event description, function, input and output-data, can be specified. Additionally, the already mentioned “action card” (3) provides an overview over all available process notations and pen commands. The usage of different sizes of process-paper and the simultaneous use of different pens at the same time, enable spatial arrangements in a flexible manner, e.g. in collaborative workshop settings with many end-users.

4.4. Usage of the system

One advantage of the system is the synchronous (semi-)automatic creation of a digital representation of the sketched model. In order to bridge the physical and digital domain, several design decisions had to be made for the feedback mechanism. As the digital pen does not provide sufficient feedback, a combination of visual and auditory feedback on a computer was chosen. Audio output indicates an error in the automatic recognition of the modeling process. Feedback that is more detailed is realized through feedback dialogues that are shown in the corner of the digital representation screen (as shown in Fig. 9). The pens are marked with a color that is related to the feedback dialogues on the screen. By using this color code, the current state of each pen can be displayed.

The whole model is then transferred synchronously to a digital representation as shown in Fig. 10. Events, comments and annotations are represented in different colors to ease readability and to indicate if an element was recognized correctly. Even if linked to an event, the related description of the activity will not be displayed. Every modification of the physical model needs to be explicitly defined by using different states of the pen interaction. Removing an element requires choosing the “delete” mode on the action card and to strike it out. Afterwards, the element or the link (line) can be replaced (when a post-it was used) or re-drawn.

In order to support the exchange with other end-users and with modeling experts, the digital representation of the sketched model can be exported in different formats. In the easiest form, the model can be saved as an image. Such a
Fig. 9. GUI with visualization of recognized elements and feedback boxes.

Fig. 10. Same representation in the physical (left) and digital world after recognition (right).

form of representation is easy to access by others who are interested in the domain. The model can also be used as a foundation that can be further adapted to include more complex options and integrate them into an existing IT support. The representation can also be converted into an XML file with a defined document type definition (DTD). As another option, the model can be exported to Marama in order to enable a clear separation of formal and informal elements. By using the Marama sketching toolkit, the sketch can be transformed into different parts of formal elements. This way the model can be optimized and be used as an input for modeling experts who work with professional modeling tools (also compare Sec. 4.2, step 2).

The introduced system supports end-user and modeling experts in different ways. As already described in the introduction, a user may indicate changes to a
given business process, e.g. as a result of an improved practice established over time. End-users mainly involved in those (sub-)tasks can meet with experts in a collaborative brainstorming session. The paper-based sketch is automatically transferred into a digital representation with formal and informal elements. Based on the representation, modeling experts can transform user-needs into a formal structure. Later, the end-user can indicate demands and needs for changes based on the sketch, e.g. in a collaborative manner, or based on the electronic representation, e.g. to highlight context-specific requirements. Concerning the importance, quality and quantity of such requests, modeling experts and decision makers can decide to adapt the model in order to synchronize it with the (best) practice. There may be different reasons for working with a shared reference, including process documentation, end-user training or quality management.

In order to adapt systems, the paper-based, as well as the digital representation, can be modified. For collaborative modifications, paper-sheets from previous brainstorming meetings can be used to remove entities or include new ones. The input is then captured and the digital representation, with the recognized formal and informal elements, will be updated as well. Changes can also be indicated individually, by changing the digital representation directly. For further work interesting functionalities may include marker for recommendation, adaptation and suggestions. The (semi-)formal digital representation can be used as input for modeling experts to transfer end-user indicated changes to the model which is executed by the system.

4.5. Evaluating paper-based modeling interaction

The computer supported pen-based modeling and interaction concept was evaluated in an expert walk through before testing it with users. In order to track down critical incidents, several scenarios were tested. Based on these results the prototype was further improved, e.g. by using a bigger font for the digital text or by providing more stable action cards made of heavier paper. After that, the system was evaluated in a two-hour workshop with two users, who had already participated in the pre-study. Both participants (P1 and P3, see also Table 1) worked in small and medium sized enterprise (SME). One of them was the manager of the IT department and already had some knowledge in modeling processes with Microsoft Visio, while the other was manager of purchase with no advanced experience in modeling on a PC. Before the evaluation started, the system was introduced to the participants. While playing around with the system, the basic functionalities, the process elements and pen states, were explained. The usage test was done in the form of a walkthrough based on a collaborative scenario, where the participants were asked to articulate their thoughts (thinking aloud). After this test, separate semi-structured interviews took place with a focus on personal opinions, satisfaction and usability. In order to analyze the study later, the evaluation was recorded on video (user test) and audio (interviews).
For the scenario-based walkthrough, participants had to model a process from their own working context in a collaborative manner using the system. In order to reflect and model freely and *ad-hoc*, the chosen scenario was related to a process from their everyday tasks. The scenario chosen included the creation of a new article in the set, which required several sub-processes, including an analysis of sales options, the creation of the article and relevant views in SAP, planning the amount of sales, the triggering of ordering processes, and a quality check and payment. While focusing on the modeling of sub-parts of the entire process, participants were asked to express their thoughts, in order to understand issues and mental reflections.

During the modeling phase, the participants were seated around a large, round table with access to the pen- and paper-based material described in the previous chapter. The pens were connected to a laptop, that also provided the audio feedback. The graphical interface of the resulting representation was projected on the opposite wall via a projector.

Participants only had few problems in modeling the process with the system introduced. The syntax and the meanings of the different process elements were easy to understand and therefore intuitive to use. As shown in Fig. 11 both modes of drawing (with and without post-its) were understood and applied. However, some problems occurred, when post-its were re-positioned. It was considered to be less intuitive when the connection from the post-it to the process-paper in the background had to be removed by choosing the correlating pen mode and then crossing the small connection line. The participants expected a mode to misalign elements,
so that the post-it, with the correlating content, could be easily repositioned afterwards.

The good usability of the system overall, was confirmed through positive feedback from the participants. “... It is only the question of dealing with the system and practicing and then, when you know how it works, it becomes your second nature.” In the beginning of the evaluation, participants had some problems trying to get up to date on the current status of the pen. Even if the status of each pen was displayed on the screen, participants did not focus on it. “For me it was clear [that there were different statuses of the pen], but I did not pay attention to them at first, even though you can see the status in the top right window”. More direct feedback mechanisms, such as LEDs positioned on the pen to indicate its status, may ease the usability here. The audio feedback can support the process, if one is modeling alone; in collaborative sessions, it is more irritating, as mentioned by one participant. However, the idea of triggering a different status of the pen by choosing a symbol on the action card, and to then use the pen in different modes, was easy to understand and therefore appreciated by the participants as a “good solution” “that is easy”.

As one of the main issues, the realization of the feedback has to be considered problematic. While the audio feedback was more irritating than helpful in the collaborative session, the participants focused their work on the visual feedback provided on the wall via the projector. The participants constantly checked the current status of the pen on the virtual image, which in the on-going session led to a stronger focus on the virtual representation, instead of simply brainstorming on paper. It is also important to note that participants only used formal elements (see Fig. 11) and avoided making comments as done in the pre-study. One of the users mentioned as a reason, that he tried to make a “clear” digital process model without informal elements, but that this might change depending on the task. The informal brainstorming character of the workshop was lost a bit, as the technological setting suggested a less playful modeling behavior to the participants. The results visible on the paper were also constantly checked on the wall as well. A deduction for further improvements refers to the organizational schedule of the workshop: it seems to be valuable to separate the brainstorming phase on paper (sketching) from the direction/correction phase of the recognized model (checking). Technically, our system would have also supported this type of collaboration. One of the participants could shift the elements sketched on the paper to the digital form, e.g. by typing on activities or comments with the correlating pen status.

5. Integrating the End-User: Combining Ease of Expression with Ease of Interaction

Systems for process modeling, as they can be found in many adaptive enterprise software tools, need to provide appropriate interactions to be able to remodel the processes for which they provide services. Software tools that support modeling
are normally mainly designed for expert use. The concepts of EUD enable end-users to adapt and reconfigure systems on their own, but the tailoring power depends on the skills that are required for the tailoring itself and most notations have also been created to support modeling-experts. A broad functional range that operates on complex notations enables the creation of fine-granulated formal models that guide the workflow. However, the models, normally designed by modeling experts, need to be (re-)adapted over time. Especially for knowledge work, such concepts need to be (re-)configured frequently, as processes are less structured and routinized. When a process is already modeled in a formal representation, end-users normally have no or little influence in the adaptation of that processes. Although employees may be able to articulate and describe best the process context that helps adaptive enterprise systems to deliver their services, they may not be able to model it in a formal sense. Employees can contact the modeling expert and ask for changes, but important informal aspects, e.g. that are related to the personal experience or that were identified in collaborative work practices, are not considered or can be misunderstood due to (re-)interpretation by others, and the remodeling cycles may take more time than is available. User modeling in human computer interaction tries to address this issue.

The big challenge we want to overcome with our research, is how to integrate all experts necessary to adapt enterprise software (end-users as domain experts, expert modelers and mediating actors), so that their expertise can be articulated in a sustainable way. Many of the approaches we mentioned in Sec. 2 worked out well with actors on the more professional end. With our concepts and studies, we aim to improve the understanding and the options for actors at the other end of the scale. EUD techniques, such as programming by example or natural programming provide less complex commands. Visual programming adds virtual artifacts oriented at the application domain. In our studies, we looked at the intuitiveness and appropriateness of the box-and-wire-metaphor that is considered as the basis for most visual modeling languages (Sec. 3), and we looked for different interaction modes with regard to a simpler, more collaborative modeling (Sec. 4). In two studies, employees with less experience in modeling were asked to reflect on their work practice by sketching processes and using graphical representations. As shown in both pre-studies, the pen-and-paper based interaction proved to be a successful way of sketching models in a more intuitive and creative way. Participants with less technical expertise in modeling were able to reflect on their work routines in a structured manner. The box-and-wire-metaphor was confirmed as adequate, but for process modeling languages it may be helpful to provide room for structured informal model content as well, which may not be on the same level of abstraction, and may even be describing a very local use practice. Comments could be made about process executions that are just relevant for one department and not for the organization as a whole. Again, this may not help the configuration of the adaptive system directly, but it may add to a user’s understanding of its inner workings or to its being embedded in the user’s practice.
Supporting use and configuration of enterprise software tools by appropriation support functionality (supporting collaborative appropriation) and appropriation infrastructures (means to also connect the designers), can improve technology-related interactions among users as well as between users and designers. This work has demonstrated that this interaction can be the key factor in achieving both: correct configuration of software tools and also working configurations, as well as the tight-knitted integration of the changing needs of end-users into the software maintenance loop. In this contribution, we wanted to address more fundamental issues in end-user driven adaptation of process-centered enterprise infrastructures, as current tools for process modeling only provide weak support of a direct involvement of end-users.

In order to integrate end-users, it is necessary to follow a dual strategy that combines “ease of expression” (using visual languages that allow end-users to express and describe the process context an adaptive system has to function in) with “ease of interaction” (providing interaction concepts that allow end-users to become creative in modeling work). An adaptive system should not only provide means to model its context or behavior, but also support the interactions that need to happen between end-users and expert modelers in order to cope with continuous changing needs in enterprise software systems. The ways of expressing processes has also become important to the point, where such representations can be (re-)used to guide others, or to provide the best practice solution. Articulation support for end-users should consider formal and informal descriptions and representations for sub-areas of work practice, e.g. in supporting local groups of knowledge workers or providing the best practice examples.

Taking the findings from previous works and our pre-studies as an implication for design, we encountered the question of how a computer-based system can support such collaborative interaction by (semi-) automatically capturing and transferring it to a virtual representation as a foundation for further optimization, e.g. by directing it to experts, sharing it with others, modifying or recreating it. As a first step toward an easy solution for end-users, we presented a digital modeling tool that bridges the physical and digital domain by transferring and linking paper-based results from collaborative brainstorming sessions to a semi-structured, formalized digital output. Our prototype is able to recognize formal and informal elements written on paper and to transfer them to a digital model that can be forwarded to formal process modeling tools and be re-used later on. It is important though, to recognize that process representations do not provide the only computational basis for the services the system provides. They also become a boundary object for reflecting on activities at work, and a medium for conserving experiences. End-users can use the paper-based model as a means for mediating the communication with the modeling experts that support the adaptation in an e.g. more global framework. As an artifact, they make the complex work organization of an enterprise tangible, and the creativity that is invested during its creation forms a solid basis for the acknowledgement and the acceptance of the adaptive services. They
may also foster the identification with the organization and its work practice as a whole.

The haptic interaction in the paper-based setting had particular advantages over screen-based, and even touchscreen-based, interaction. It resembled other types of creative work in enterprises that virtually all users were familiar with. The haptic qualities also added to an atmosphere of creativity that cannot be established on an ordinary computer screen, and even with large touchscreen displays the immediacy of touching and moving the material would be missing — these all are important aspects to win end-users with low familiarity of interactive technologies. The paper-based process model is also almost indefinitely extensible, as more paper can be glued and connected to the model, visibility issues due to screen size do not apply, and screen input control and turn taking is not an issue when working collaboratively with paper. The introduced system supports collaborative modeling by adapting changes synchronously in the digital visual representation. Thereby the representation looks exactly like the physical model on paper; the characteristics and creative character of the sketched output remains. By using the (re-)post-it mechanism the digital model of an already sketched process can be (re-)configured in the original physical process. Based on the tool, further interesting developments are possible. Physical paper-based elements could trigger commands for executions, e.g. a notification for modeling experts if the paper-based model was modified to articulate changes.

To better connect our approach with the work processes of expert modelers, modeling tools need to make transparent, how informal descriptions become formal. They also need to support visualizations in much simpler end-user process modeling languages that may even be ill-defined. A continuous, integrated maintenance of end-users’ modeling expressions and modeling-experts’ actual process models also faces new challenges. User knowledge encoded in these expressions may be less abstract and quite local to a certain usage context. While process models represent generalized “global” descriptions that will be used by enterprise systems to provide their services, the management of modeling data needs to respect these local spheres and hide comments or other informal information of local groups from each other. Adaptive systems should also show these representations if usage problems occur where these descriptions can help end-users to analyze their own mistakes, to discuss necessary adaptation or use a service breakdown to find a new requirement for the further development of the systems.

6. Conclusion

Modern organizations will strongly rely on IT in general, and on adaptive service infrastructures in particular. Therefore, practitioners with little or no experience in formal process modeling will need to become involved in articulation, adaptation and (re-)design activities. However, current systems are mainly designed for use by modeling experts. In order to also involve users with none or little experience
in modeling, information systems need to be designed with sufficient flexibility as well as usability to enable end-users to (re-)model process descriptions. While the choice of the abstraction level is crucial, visual metaphors can stimulate the excitement and attention of the user. EUD approaches ease the process of service-(re)composition, e.g. FreEvolve platform or Simple Service Orchestration (SISO) — a graphical BPEL editor for service orchestration, but still are designed for modeling experts. In comparison to previous work, we focus on the involvement of end-users, in the sense of domain experts with no or little experience in modeling. In order to also involve these persons in the process of flexible service adaptation, easy to understand process notations and interaction modes are necessary.

In knowledge work, processes are changing quite often, depending on the current context. Thus, easy ways to modify and comment on process descriptions are important. Our paper identified important aspects in supporting the articulation of current processes by the end-user. A case study with end users based on paper and pen indicated that besides formal aspects, informal process descriptions are of high importance. These findings underline earlier work by highlighting the necessity to express contextual issues through informal representations. In our case we were able to show, that the use of visual languages based on the box-and-wire metaphor are helpful, but even on a language level the provision of informal and localizable structures and even free-hand drawing may contribute to making sense of the work in practice. Based on recommendations for an end-user description language, we established a concept based on a pen and paper-based interaction mode for process modeling that adds to an open, creative atmosphere and supports different modes of collaboration. The information on the physical paper-based artifacts of the brainstorming sessions, is automatically recognized and transferred into a digital representation, including formal and informal elements. Both process representations are related to each other and establish a common ground by acting as a boundary object among the different stakeholders. As an important characteristic, the system also supports (re-)use. Based on an evaluation with real practitioners from SMEs, we were able to conduct a first evaluation study, which resulted in a number of improvements, such as better separation between a sketching mode and a recognition mode, or a more appropriate audio/video feedback during modeling sessions. As a further improvement, the system may allow end-users to indicate needs for changes and improvements (on the physical and the digital model as well), which automatically triggers notifications and proposed suggestions on the side of modeling-experts.

The studies and prototypes we described have to be considered as part of a larger research effort to prepare enterprise infrastructures in supporting their own continuous development. Activities of remodeling or reconfiguration do not only affect the technological level of an infrastructure, but they also contribute to process of making sense and the appropriation of these technological artifacts. This phenomenon is conceptualized as “infrastructuring.” When designing modeling languages, environments, and techniques for process specifications, these insights
need to be considered to involve all levels of expertise (modeling and domain) in a better way and to include all types of experts and end-users. With our environment, we have taken a step in this direction.
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